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ABSTRACT
The objectiνe of Enνironmental Management Systems (EMS) is the continuous improνement of
the enνironmental performance of organizations through the implementation of a structured
management framework. Although the number of companies implementing EMSs in Greece today
has risen substantially, a νariety of problems exist that hinder companies from taking adνantage of
the full range of potential offered by EMSs.
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ΠΕΡΙΛΗΨΗ
Σκοπός των Συστημάτων Περιβαλλοντικής Διαχείρισης (ΣΠΔ) είναι η συνεχόμενη βελτίωση
της περιβαλλοντικής επίδοσης οργανισμών μέσα από την εφαρμογή ενός δομημένου πλαισίου

διαχείρισης. Παρόλο που ο αριθμός των επιχειρήσεων που εφαρμόζουν ΣΠΔ στην Ελλάδα έχει
αυξηθεί σημαντικά, παρουσιάζονται ακόμη αρκετά προβλήματα κατά τη λειτουργία τους, γεγο
νός που δεν επιτρέπει στις επιχειρήσεις να αξιοποιήσουν, στο σύνολό τους, τις δυνατότητες
που προσφέρουν τα ΣΠΔ.

1.1NTRODUC110N
The νoluntary participation of companies in Enνironmental Management Systems {EMSs), such
as EMAS and ISO 14001, proνides them with the opportunίty to ίmproνe theίr enνironmental
performance. ln contrast to regulations. which stipulate specifίc technical measures and limits for
emίssions, EMSs concentrate on defining the structural and operational elements that are necessary
for achieνing the enνironmental policy and enνironmental objectiνes and targets, which are set by the
comρany itself. Α fundamental precondition of EMSs. howeνer, ίs for companies to conform to legal
enνίronmental requirements. Oνerall, the implementation of EMSs leads to:
• improvements in the companies' capability to apply functional organisational as well as
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technical innovations in order to improve their environmental performance,
• the creation of multiple alternative organisational and technical solutions, which are suited to
the individual character of the companies, and
• a continuous process of searching f{)r financially viable improvement measures (Ciausen et al.,
2002).
ln Europe today most EMSs are implemented according to the intemational standard ISO
14001 :1996 or the revised European Eco - Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS), which is
descήbed in Regulation EC 761/2001. The basic difference between the two EMSs lies in the initial
environmental review, which is obligatory under EMAS, while it is not obligatory under ISO 14001 , and
the level of publication. More specifically, under EMAS it is mandatory to publish both the company's
environmental policy and environmental statement, which includes information conceming the
company's environmental performance, while under ISO 14001 only the environmental policy is made
available to public. Finally, differences also arise in the approach and certification procedures, though
it is not the scope of this paper to anaJyse them.

2. ΤΗΕ IMPLEMENTAfiON OF EMSS GLOBALLΥ
EMS implementation has increased drastically over the last years. By mid 2002 the number of
certified organisations had reached a total of 40,968. At a 190% ήse over the last year, 2001 achieved
the highest rates of increase in certifications. Α significant section of these certified organisations,
approximately 45%, are European (figure 1). ln coπespondence to the international levels of
implementation, the rate of increase in ISO 14001 certifications in 2001 in Europe was as high as
160% when compared to the year 2000.
From 1995 until 2001 the participation of organisations in EMAS has been marked by a continual
increase. EMAS registrations amounted to 3,937 organisations by the end of 2001. By June 2002
there was a slight decrease, of around 1%. lt is expected, however, that on account of the reviewed
EMAS Regulation this decrease will be compensated for by an increasing number of participating
public administrations and publicly owned companies.
The countήes that are dominant in the implementation of EMSs are Germany, which comes first in
ISO 14001 certifications and EMAS registrations in Europe and second in ISO 14001 certifications
globally, Great Bήtain, Sweden and Austήa. ln contrast to Great Bήtain, which comes second in ISO
14001 certifications in Europe, Austήa is second in EMAS registrations, indicating that Austήan
organizations favour EMAS. Finally Sweden is third both with respect to certifications according ISO
14001 in Europe and participation in EMAS.
Figure 1. ISO 14001 and EMAS lmplementatίon in internationallevel
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2.1 EMS IMPLEMENTAYION ΙΝ GREECE
The implementation of EMSs in Greece has shown significant improvement over the last years
(figure 2). With respect to ISO 14001 the highest rate of increase was achieved in 2001 and amounted
to 330% over the previous year. Between, 2001 and 2002, however, the level of certifications
remained the same. Overall, the number of Greek companies that are certified according to ISO 14001
today are 66, while only 1Ο companies have been registered in EMAS. Despite this difference, it is
worth noting that there was a five-fold increase in EMAS registrations in 2002 with respect to 2001 .
ln figure 3 it is illustrated that 16% of Greek companies implementing an EMS belong to the
chemical producing sector, 15% belong to the non-metallic mineral processing sector and 14%
belong to the telecommunications sector. The sectors of electricity, environmental management and
machinery and equipment are cleaήy at the very eaήy stages of implementing EMSs.
Flgure 3

EMS implemeπtatίoπ ίπ Greece by ecoπomic sector (preseπted ίπ perceπtages, February 2001)
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2.2 EMS ΙΜΡLΕΜΕΝΤΑτΙΟΝ

INCENτiVES

Accordiπg

to a πumber of studies that haνe beeπ carried out ίπ other E uropeaπ couπtήes, the
fuπdameπtal motiνes for EMS implemeπtatioπ are ποt eπν iroπmeπtal but are related to ecoπomic
factors such as gaiπiπg a competitiνe adνaπtage, dec reasiπg operatio π al costs aπd the prospect of
improνemeπt the compaπy's public image at the local, πational and iπterπatioπalleνel. Organisatioπal
issues also play a role ίπ decidiπg to implemeπt aπ EMS. Although a systematic aπalysis of motiνes for
the implementation of EMSs ίπ Greece has not beeπ carήed out. it caπ be assumed that Greek
compaπies adhere to more or less the same motiνes as the oπes meπtioπed aboνe. Additioπally , for
large aπd medium-sized compaπies that supply their products to large iπtematioπal compaπies, the
implemeπtatioπ of aπ EMS may be required by their clieπts. Fiπally, the role of fiπaπcial assistaπce by
the state ίπ promotiπg the implemeπtatioπ of EMSs should ποt be uπderestimated.
With respect to compaπies' motiνes behind choosing to implement an EMS according to ISO
14001 or EMAS, the results of an Austήan study haνe shown that externally oriented companies seem
to show a preference to EMAS (BMUJF, 1999). This is due to the fact that EMAS requires the
publication of an enνironmental statement, which should include quantified data with respect to the
company' enνironmental performance.

3 EMS IMPLEMENTAYION RESULTS IN GREECE
The certified or registered implementation of an EMS is p~oof that the particular company fulfills
the basic requirements that are stipulated by the releνant standard or reg ulatioπ . From this, howeνer, it
is ποt possible to determine the extent to which the separate EMS elements haνe been deνeloped . ln
general it is clear that the elements of an EMS do ποt deνelop simultaπeously or at the same rate. Oνer
the years EMSs mature and elements such as the participation of top management, the deνelopment
of the compaπy's eπνiroπmeπtal policy aπd its eπνiroπmeπtal objectiνes aπd targets aπd the
commitmeπt of fiπaπcial aπd humaπ resources deνelop. lf these elemeπts actually become aπ iπtegral
part of the compaπy's operatioπs, this has a positiνe effect on other company operations such as
production, research and deνelopment aπd moπitoriπg. There is eνidence, howeνer that EMS elemeπts
related to personnel qualifications and participation are not a high priority, eνen after aπ EMS has beeπ
implemented for a relatiνely long period of time (Loew et al., 2000). ln combination with the
experiences mentioned aboνe, the fact that EMSs in Greece are relatiνely "young" indicates that
separate EMS elemeπts haνe probably ποt beeπ deνeloped to the exteπt of achieνiπg multiple benefits
for the implementiπg compaπies.

3.1 ΤΟΡ MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT
Duήng the deνelopment an initial implementatioπ of an EMS in Greek companies it is common for top
management not to be fully aware of the requirements and resources that need to be committed in order
to implement an EMS successfully. Consequently, the necessary financial resources are not made
aνailable for implementing the company's enνironmental policy and meeting its enνironmental objectiνes
aπd targets. Additionally, limited inνestment in human resources means that on the one hand members
of staff with many responsibilities are also assigned enνironmental management duties and are hence
uπable to iπνest the necessary amount of time in ensuήng the satisfactory implementation of the EMS
and, on the other hand, general staff participation is minimal. Particula~y in the case of small and
medium sized enterpήses, a lack of appreciation conceming the necessary financial and human
resources may proνe to be a prohibitiνe factor ίπ eπsuήπg the loπg-term implemeπtatioπ of aπ EMS. lt
should be noted that of the sixteen companies that were granted financial assistance from the state in
1999 in order to participate in EMAS, so far only nine haνe managed to achieνe registration.
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3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
The environmental performance of companies implementing an EMS is not determined by ISO
14001 or EMAS, but by the companies themselves and, as mentioned previously, only companies
participating in EMAS are required to publish their environmental performance. Since only around 13%
of companies that are implementing an EMS in Greece are registered according to EMAS, it would be
impossible to determine with certainty the environmental benefits that haνe arisen from the
implementation of EMSs in Greece.
From an analysis of the companies that were implementing an EMS in February 2001 , it arises that
almost 25% of these companies come under the Directive on lntegrated Pollution Prevention and
Control (IPPC), which is directed at highly or moderately polluting industries. EMS implementation at
companies that fall under the IPPC Directive is expected to lead to significant improvements in the
environment, though at this point in time their leνels of EMS implementation in Greece are still rather
low.

3.2.1 Legal complίance
The absence of an inspection body in Greece, charged with inspecting and enforcing compliance
with environmental regulations, means that the majority of companies in Greece that are just
beginning to develop an EMS do not fully comply with the eπvironmental regulations. Consequently,
most efforts during the initial stages of implementing an EMS concentrate on achieving compliance
rather than on attaining environmental performance levels that transcend legal limits. Naturally,
compliance with environmental regulations often constitutes an improvement for companies in Greece
but it should be borne in mind that legal compliance is merely a prerequisite and not an objective of
EMSs.

3.2.2 Environmental objectives, targets and measures
ln order for a company to define its environmental objectives and targets it is essential, firstly to
identify the real and potential environmental aspects that arise from its operations and, secondly to
evaluate thes~ environmental aspects according to a set of predetermined criteria. lt has been noted
that companies in Greece do not always follow a particular methodology in prioritising their
environmental aspects, a fact that inevitably leads to setting a large number of unviable objectiνes and
targets (Piknis, 2000). lt is interesting to note that in 2001 the nurnber of technical measures for the
protection of the environment, which were implemented by companies participating in EMAS in other
European countries decreased with respect to previous years. On the one hand, this may mean that
after several years many measures have already been implemented and only a limited number of
possible new measures remain. On the other hand, companies with experience in operating EMSs
may be limiting the number of measures in order to ensure their successful implementation (Ciausen
et al., 2002). This indicates that over the coming years we are likely to witness a decrease in the
number of measures being undertaken in Greece, though this will probably be accompanied by an
increase in their effectiveness.
The measures implemented by companies in Greece in order to achieve their environmental
objectiνes and targets vary greatly, depending of course and on the nature of their operations. Overall,
however, their scope is limited at managing existing environmental impacts rather than on adopting
the principle of pollution prevention. Finally there is a distinct lack of quantified environmental
objectives and targets, which hinders the process of monitoring progress in achieving environmental
objectives and targets and in determining the company's environmental performance.
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3.3 ΤΗΕ ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSION OF PRODUCTS
The development and implementation of an EMS that transcends the bare minimal requirements
for certification and aims at the creation of a dynamic process, which will improve the company's
competitive advantage, can also lead to significant environmental benefits. Hence, an EMS can
constitute a dήving force for innovations, entailing the design of new products or the modification of
existing products, which will incorporate the principles aπd tools of the lπtegrated Product Policy
(IPP). The ΙΡΡ is a European policy, which aims to create a new model of deνelopment through the
production aπd supply of enνironmentally frieπdly products. More specifically, ΙΡΡ aims to reduce the
enνironmental impacts of products throughout their entire life cycle by adopting clean technologies
aπd a range of tools, such as eco-desigπ and life cycle maπagement.
ln Greece today there is no indicatioπ that the implementatioπ of EMSs has led to the development
of new and enνironmentally friendlier products. This is illustrated by the fact that only one out of the
nine Greek companies that haνe been awarded the European Eco-label has been certified according to
ISO 14001, while none have attained EMAS registration. Fiπally it is worth noting that οπe of the Greek
companies participating in EMAS mentions in its eπvironmeπtal statement that the implementation of
aπ EMS led to the developmeπt and productioπ of a new product, which iπcludes recycled by-products
and materials that would otherwise have been disposed of (ERGATEX, 2001 and 2002).

4 PROSPECTS OF EMS

IMPLEMENTAτiON

IN GREECE

There are a πumber of factors that uπfortunately have a πegative effect on the adoption of EMSs ίπ
Greece. With the exception of state financial support, there is a distinct lack of fiπancial and
iπstitutional incentives aimed at the effective and long-term implementation of EMSs by Greek
compaπies. More specifically, differeπtiated treatment of companies implementing EMSs are ποt
foreseen either with respect to the granting of permits or with respect to public procurement te πders .
Moreover, insurance companies ίπ Greece have not adopted differeπtiated insurance rates for EMS
implementing companies as acknowledgement that they haνe iπtegrated procedures with respect to
the prevention and management of accidents into their staπdard operational procedures.
The foreseen iπstitution of an Enviroπmental lnspectorate Body, which will enforce compliance
with eπvi ronmeπtal regulation, will certainly prove to be aπ iπcentive for compaπies to adopt an EMS
because EMSs proνide a suitable framework for ensuήng environmental compliance and for planniπg
and adopting the necessary changes in light of foreseen changes in enνironmental legislation. The
increasing\y widespread adoption of the "polluter pays" priπciple in conjuπction with the integration of
the IPPC Directive in Greek law and the implemeπtatioπ of Law 2965 οπ the Sustainable Deνelopmeπt
of the Prefecture of Attiki, willlead to a sigπificaπt iπcrease in the implemeπtatioπ of EMSs ίπ Greece.
Α prerequisite, however, for the substaπtial aπd effective adoptioπ of EMSs ίπ Greece, is the
devel opmeπt of the πecessary iπfrastructure, which will eπable the proper maπagement of compaπies'
eπνiroπmeπtal impacts. Α very telliπg example is the abseπce of facilities for maπagiπg special wastes.
Ιπ practical terms this meaπs that compaπies wishiπg to maπage their special wastes in aπ
eπνiroπmeπtally seπsible maππer are forced to ship them to fore igπ waste management sites at great
cost. Heπce, many companies chose to dispose of their special waste ίπ eπviroπmentally damagiπg
aπd economically cheaper ways.

CONCLUSIONS
SMEs in Greece are still rather immature aπd therefore Greek compaπies have been uπable to take
of all the opportuπities offered by the adoptioπ of EMSs. The implementation of "secoπd

advaπtage
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and third" generation EMSs is expected to lead to greater familiarity of companies with EMSs and to a
general maturing of EMSs in Greece. Simultaneously, ~ is important that financial and institutional
incentives, are developed along with the necessary infrastructure in order to render possible the '
development and implementation of EMSs that will yield substantial benefits for the environment and
for business.
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